Section 3: Verification

5-1 Key Regulations

This paragraph identifies key regulatory citations pertaining to Section 3: Verification. The citations and their titles (or topics) are listed below.

A. 24 CFR part 5, subpart B – Disclosure and Verification of Social Security Numbers and Employer Identification Numbers; Procedures for Obtaining Income Information

B. 24 CFR 5.659 Family Information and Verification

C. 24 CFR 8.24, 8.32, 100.204 (Reasonable accommodation)

5-2 Verification Requirements

A. Key Requirements

1. Owners must verify all income, assets, expenses, deductions, family characteristics, and circumstances that affect family eligibility or level of assistance.

2. Applicants and adult family members must sign consent forms to authorize the owner to collect information to verify eligibility, income, assets, expenses, and deductions. Applicants and tenants who do not sign required consent forms will not receive assistance.

3. Family members 6 years of age and older must provide the owner with a complete and accurate social security number. For any members of the family who do not have a social security number, the applicant or family member must certify that the individual has never received a social security number. This requirement is described in paragraphs 3-9 and 3-**31** of this handbook.

4. The owner must handle any information obtained to verify eligibility or income in accordance with the Privacy Act.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is authorized to collect this information by the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et. seq.), by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000d), and by the Fair Housing Act (42 U.S.C. 3601-19). The Housing and Community Development Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 3543) requires applicants and participants to submit the social security number of each household member who is 6 years old or older.

Purpose: Your income and other information are being collected by HUD to determine your eligibility, the appropriate bedroom size, and the amount your family will pay toward rent and utilities.

Other Uses: HUD uses your family income and other information to assist in managing and monitoring HUD-assisted housing programs, to protect the Government's financial interest, and to verify the accuracy of the information you provide. This information may be released to appropriate federal, state, and local agencies, when relevant, and to civil, criminal, or regulatory investigators and prosecutors. However, the information will not be otherwise disclosed or released outside of HUD, except as permitted or required by law.

Penalty: You must provide all of the information requested by the owner, including all social security numbers you, and all other household members age 6 years and older, have and use. Giving the social security numbers of all household members 6 years of age and older is mandatory, and not providing the social security numbers will affect your eligibility. Failure to provide any of the requested information may result in a delay or rejection of your eligibility approval.

B. Timeframe for Conducting Verifications

Owners conduct verifications at the following three times.

1. Owners must verify income, assets, expenses, and deductions and all eligibility requirements prior to move-in.

2. Owners must verify each family’s income, assets, expenses, and deductions as part of the annual recertification process. Refer to Chapter 7, Section 1 for information on annual recertifications.

3. Owners must verify changes in income, allowances, or family characteristics reported between annual recertifications. Refer to Chapter 7, Section 2 for information on interim recertifications.
5-3 Acceptable Verification Methods

A. Methods of Verification

Owners must use verification methods that are acceptable to HUD. The owner is responsible for determining if the verification documentation is adequate and credible. HUD accepts three methods of verification. These are, in order of acceptability, third-party verification, review of documents, and family certification. If third-party verification is not available, owners must document the tenant file to explain why third-party verification was not available. Appendix 3 provides a detailed list of acceptable forms of verification by type of information.

B. Third-Party Verification

The following describes ways in which third-party verification may be obtained.

1. Written. Written documentation sent directly by a third-party source is the preferred method of verification. It is assumed that third-party sources will send written verification to the owner through the mail. (For information about electronic documentation, see subparagraph B3 below.)

   The applicant or tenant should not hand-carry the verification to or from the third-party source. If the verification does not contain an original signature or is delivered by the applicant or tenant, the owner should examine the document for evidence of tampering. In these situations, the owner may, but does not have to, accept the document as acceptable verification.

2. Oral. Oral verification, by telephone, from a reliable third-party source is an acceptable verification method. Owners frequently use this method when the third party does not respond to the written verification request. When verifying information over the telephone, it is important to be certain that the person on the telephone is the party he or she claims to be. Generally, it is best to telephone the verification source rather than to accept verification from a source calling the property management office. Oral verification must be documented in the file, as described in paragraph 5-19 C.

   NOTE: Appendix 3 includes selected phone numbers of verification sources for employment and income records. However, they do not take the place of third party verification. The phone numbers contained in Appendix 3 are not toll free but such calls are valid project expenses.

3. Electronic. The owner may obtain accurate third-party written verification by facsimile, e-mail, or Internet, if adequate effort is made to ensure that the sender is a valid third-party source.
a. **Facsimile.** Information sent by fax is most reliable if the owner and the verification source agree to use this method in advance during a telephone conversation. The fax should include the company name and fax number of the verification source.

b. **E-mail.** Similar to faxed information, information verified by e-mail is more reliable when preceded by a telephone conversation and/or when the e-mail address includes the name of an appropriate individual and firm.

c. **Internet.** Information verified on the Internet is considered third party verification if the owner is able to view web-based information from a reputable source on the computer screen. Use of a printout from the Internet may also be adequate verification in many instances. Refer to subparagraph C. Review of Documents below.

### Example – Verification by Internet Printout

Jose Perez maintains a portfolio of stocks and bonds through an Internet-based stockbroker. The broker only provides electronic account statements and will not respond to a written verification request. The owner may accept a printout of Jose's most recent statement if it includes the relevant information required for a third-party verification and an Internet address and header or footer that identifies the company issuing the statement. If the owner has reason to question the authenticity of a document, the owner may require Jose to access the electronic file via the Internet in the owner’s office, without providing the owner with username or password information.

### C. Review of Documents

1. An owner may review documents submitted by the applicant or tenant in one of the following situations:

   a. **Third-party verification is not possible or is not required.** For example, verifying that a family member is over 62 years old is more appropriately accomplished by examining a birth certificate than through third-party verification. **When third party verification is not possible, refer to paragraph 5-19 E for documenting the file.**

   b. **Third-party verification is delayed.** If information from a third party is not received within two weeks of its request, owners may consider original documents submitted by the tenant.
Examples – Appropriate Occasions to Verify Information through a Review of Documents

- The owner sent a verification request to the tenant’s employer but did not receive a response. The owner then made several calls to the employer but has not received a return call. The owner may use a review of documents (pay stubs) for verification. The owner should insist on a series of consecutive, recent pay stubs and should have a standard policy indicating the number of consecutive pay stubs required.

- The tenant’s bank charges the bank account a fee for completing verification requests. The owner allows the resident to provide a current savings account statement or checking account statements for the past six months.

- The tenant’s employer uses a 900 phone number, which results in a charge to the owner’s phone to provide income verification. (In this case, the owner will accept the most recent consecutive eight pay stubs to verify earned income.)

- In cases where there is no third party available, a review of documents will always be appropriate. To verify a person’s age, a birth certificate may be used. A social security card is the best verification of a social security number.

2. An owner must place copies of the reviewed documents in the applicant’s or tenant’s file. If copies cannot be made, the person reviewing the original documents must list the reviewed documents and the information provided on the documents, and must initial and date the notation.

3. Obtaining accurate verification through a review of documents requires the owner to consider the following:

a. Is the document current? Documentation of public assistance may be inaccurate if it is not recent and does not show any changes in the family’s benefits or work and training activities.

b. Is the documentation complete? Owners may not accept pay stubs to document employment income unless the applicant or tenant provides the most recent **four to six** pay stubs to illustrate variations in hours worked. Actual paychecks or copies of paychecks should never be used to document income because deductions are not shown on the paycheck.
Is the document an unaltered original? The greatest shortcoming of documents as a verification source is their susceptibility to undetectable change through the use of high-quality copying equipment. Documents with original signatures are the most reliable. Photocopied documents generally cannot be assumed to be reliable.

D. Family Certification

An owner may accept a tenant’s notarized statement **or signed affidavit** regarding the veracity of information submitted if the information cannot be verified by another acceptable verification method.

5-4 Identifying Appropriate Verification Sources

An owner must only collect information that is necessary to determine the applicant’s or tenant’s eligibility for assistance or level of assistance. Appendix 3 provides a list of acceptable forms of third-party verification.

5-5 Required Verification and Consent Forms

A. Consent and Verification Forms

Adult members of assisted families must authorize owners to request independent verification of data required for program participation. To provide owners with this authorization, adult family members must sign two HUD-required consent forms plus the owner’s specialized verification forms. Owners must create their own verification forms to request information from employers, child care providers, medical professionals, and others. Families sign these and the two HUD consent forms at the time of **move-in** certification and annual recertification. All adults in each assisted family must sign the required consent forms or the family must be denied assistance. Owners must give the family a copy of each form the family signed, a HUD Fact Sheet, and the Resident Rights and Responsibilities brochure.

B. HUD-Required Consent and Release Forms

Applicants and tenants must sign two HUD-required consent forms.

1. Form HUD-9887, Notice and Consent to the Release of Information to HUD and to a PHA. Each adult member must sign the form regardless of whether he or she has income. The head of household, spouse, co-head and each family member who is at least 18 years of age must sign this form **at move-in** and at each annual recertification**. The form is valid for 15 months from the date of signature. The consent allows HUD or a public housing agency to verify information with the Internal Revenue Service, the Social Security Administration, and with state agencies that maintain wage and unemployment claim information. Owners must keep the original signed form in the tenant’s file and provide
a copy to the family. Exhibit 5-5 contains a copy of form HUD-9887.

2. Form HUD 9887-A, Applicant’s/Tenant’s Consent to the Release of Information – Verification by Owners of Information Supplied by Individuals Who Apply for Housing Assistance. Owners and the head of household, spouse, co-head and each family member who is at least 18 years of age must sign **a HUD-9887-A** form **at move-in and at each annual recertification**. Each adult member must sign a form regardless of whether he or she has income. The consent allows owners to request and receive information from third-party sources about the applicant or tenant. Owners keep the original form in the tenant’s file and provide a copy to the family. Exhibit 5-6 contains a copy of form HUD 9887-A.

C. Information to Tenants

Owners must provide applicants and tenants with the HUD Fact Sheet and a copy of the Resident Rights and Responsibilities brochure.

1. HUD-9887 Fact Sheet. When applicants and tenants sign form HUD-9887 and form HUD 9887-A, owners must provide each family with a copy of the HUD Fact Sheet. This Fact Sheet describes the verification requirements for applicants and tenants and the tenant protections that are part of the verification process. Exhibit 5-7 contains a copy of the HUD Fact Sheet.

2. Resident Rights and Responsibilities Brochure. In addition, owners must provide applicants and tenants with a copy of the Resident Rights and Responsibilities brochure at move-in and annually at recertification. Copies of the brochure may be obtained by calling the HUD National Multifamily Clearinghouse at 800-685-8470.

D. Owner-Created Verification Forms

1. Owners must create verification forms for specific verification needs and must include the language required by HUD as shown in Figure 5-5. **Appendix **6** contains instructions, a sample verification consent, and guidance about the types of information to request when verifying income and eligibility.

2. It is important that the applicant or tenant know whom owners will ask to provide information and to whom the completed form will be returned. Therefore, verification forms must clearly state in a prominent location that the applicant or tenant may not sign the consent if the form does not clearly indicate who will provide the requested information and who will receive the information. When sending a request for verification to a third party, owners send the verification form with the applicant’s or tenant’s original signature.
Owners must retain a copy of the verification form and provide a copy to the applicant or tenant upon request.

**Figure 5-5: Language Required in all Consent Forms**

The following statement must appear on all consent forms developed by owners:

“Title 18, Section 1001 of the U.S. Code states that a person is guilty of a felony for knowingly and willingly making false or fraudulent statements to any department of the United States Government. HUD and any owner (or any employee of HUD or the owner) may be subject to penalties for unauthorized disclosures or improper use of information collected based on the consent form. Use of the information collected based on this verification form is restricted to the purposes cited above. Any person who knowingly or willingly requests, obtains or discloses any information under false pretenses concerning an applicant or participant may be subject to a misdemeanor and fined not more than $5,000. Any applicant or participant affected by negligent disclosure of information may bring civil action for damages, and seek other relief, as may be appropriate, against the officer or employee of HUD or the owner responsible for the unauthorized disclosure or improper use. Penalty provisions for misusing the social security number are contained in the **Social Security Act at 208 (a) (6), (7) and (8). Violation of these provisions are cited as violations of 42 U.S.C. 408 (a) (6), (7) and (8).**

5-6 **Social Security and Supplemental Security Income Data Match**

A. Owners verify social security income and supplemental security income electronically through TRACS. If there is a discrepancy between income reported by the tenant or applicant and income provided by the Social Security Administration (SSA), TRACS will automatically generate a message that is sent to the owner. The owner must attempt to contact the applicant or tenant to disclose the discrepancy. **

B. Additional information is available on HUD’s website page describing the tenant assessment system (for tenant income verification) (TASS):

[www.hud.gov/offices/reac/products/prodtass.cfm](http://www.hud.gov/offices/reac/products/prodtass.cfm)

TASS is a computer-based tool to assist owners in verifying tenant incomes by comparing tenant-reported information to information in other HUD systems from the Social Security Administration and the Internal Revenue Service.

5-7 **Effective Term of Verifications**

Signed verification and consent forms must be used within a reasonable time after the applicant or tenant has signed if the tenant's signature is to represent a
valid and current authorization by the family. Therefore, HUD has set specific limits on the duration of verification consents. In addition, verified information must be used in a timely manner since family circumstances are subject to change. HUD places several other limits on the information that may be requested and when and how it may be used.

A. **Duration of Verification Authorization**

Owner-created verification forms and the forms HUD 9887 and 9887-A expire 15 months after they are signed. Owners must ensure that the forms HUD 9887 and 9887-A have not expired when processing verifications. However, there are differences between the duration of form HUD-9887 and that of the individual verification forms.

1. The form HUD 9887-A and individual verification forms can be used during the 120 days before the certification period. During the certification period, however, these forms may be used only in cases where the owner receives information indicating that the information the tenant has provided may be incorrect. Other uses are prohibited.

2. Owners may verify anticipated income using individual verification forms to gather prospective information when necessary (e.g., verifying seasonal employment). Historical information that owners may request using individual verification forms is restricted as follows:

   a. Information requested by individual verification forms is restricted to data that is no more than 12 months old.

   b. However, if the owner receives inconsistent information and has reason to believe that the information the applicant or tenant has supplied is incorrect, the owner may obtain information from any time in the last five years when the individual was receiving assistance, as provided by the form HUD 9887-A.

3. The form HUD-9887 may be used at any time during the entire 15 month period. The information covered by the form HUD-9887 is restricted as follows:

   a. **State Wage Information Collection Agency (SWICA).** Information received from SWICA is limited to wages and unemployment compensation the applicant or tenant received during the last five years she/he received housing assistance.

   b. **Internal Revenue Service and Social Security Administration.** Form HUD-9887 authorizes release by IRS and SSA of data from only the current income tax return and IRS W-2 form.
If the IRS or SSA matches reveal that the tenant may have supplied inconsistent information, HUD may request that the tenant consent to the owner acquiring information on the last five years during the periods in which the tenant was receiving assistance.

B. **Effective Term of Verifications**

1. Verifications are valid for **120** days from the date of receipt by the owner.

2. If verifications are more than 120 days old, the owner must obtain new verifications.

3. Time limits do not apply to information that does not need to be reverified, such as:
   a. Age;
   b. Disability status;
   c. Family membership; or
   d. Citizenship status.

4. Time limits also do not apply to the verification of social security numbers; however, at each recertification any family member who has previously reported having never received a social security number, must be asked:
   a. To supply verification of a social security number if one has been received; or
   b. To certify, again, that he/she has never received a social security number.

5-8 **Inconsistent Information Obtained Through Verifications**

An owner may not take any action to reduce, suspend, deny, or terminate assistance based on inconsistent information received during the verification process until the owner has independently investigated the information. The owner should follow procedures for addressing errors and fraud and for terminating assistance in accordance with Chapter 8.

5-9 **Documenting Verifications**

A. **Key Requirement**

Owners must include verification documentation in the tenant file.
B. **Documenting Third-Party Verification**

Third-party verification received through the mail or by facsimile transmission must be put in the tenant file.

C. **Documenting Telephone Verification**

When verifying information by phone, the owner must record and include in the tenant’s file the following information:

1. Third-party’s name, position, and contact information;
2. Information reported by the third party;
3. Name of the person who conducted the telephone interview; and
4. Date and time of the telephone call.

D. **Recording Inspection of Original Documents**

Original documents should be photocopied, and the photocopy should be placed in the tenant file. If the original document cannot be copied, a clear note to the file must describe the type of document, the information contained in the document, the name of the person who reviewed the document, and the date of that review.

**NOTE:** It is not mandatory that social security cards be copied. See Appendix 3 for alternate methods.

E. **Documenting Why Third-Party Verification Is Not Available**

When third-party verification is not available, owners must document in the file efforts made to obtain the required verification and the reason the verification was not obtained. The owner must include the following documents in the applicant’s or tenant’s file:

1. A written note to the file explaining why third-party verification is not possible; or
2. A copy of the date-stamped original request that was sent to the third party;
3. Written notes or documentation indicating follow-up efforts to reach the third party to obtain verification; and
4. A written note to the file indicating that the request has been outstanding without a response from the third party.

F. **Reasonable Accommodation**

If an applicant or tenant cannot read or sign a consent form because of a disability, the owner must provide a reasonable accommodation. See www.wshfc.org/managers/ComplianceProceduresManuals.htm
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Chapter 2, Section 3, Subsection 4 for a description of the requirements regarding reasonable accommodations.

Examples – Reasonable Accommodation
- Provide forms in large print.
- Provide readers for persons with visual disabilities.
- Allow the use of a designated signatory.
- Visit the person’s home if the applicant or tenant cannot travel to the office to complete the forms.

5-10 Confidentiality of Applicant and Tenant Information

A. Federal law limits the information owners can collect about an applicant or tenant to only information that is necessary to determine eligibility and level of assistance.

B. Federal privacy requirements also establish the responsibility of owners and their employees to use information provided by applicants and tenants only for specified program purposes and to prevent the use or disclosure of this information for other purposes.

1. To help ensure the privacy of applicant and tenant information, owners and their employees are subject to penalties for unauthorized disclosure of applicant/tenant information. In addition, applicants and tenants may initiate civil action against an owner for unauthorized disclosure or improper use of the information they provided. Language on the HUD-required consent forms, the verification forms developed by owners, and the "HUD-50059" clearly describes owners’ responsibility regarding the privacy of this information and the possible penalties.

2. HUD encourages owners to develop their own procedures and internal controls to prevent the improper use or unauthorized disclosure of information about applicants and tenants. Adequate procedures and controls protect not only applicants and tenants, but also owners.

C. Owners must also comply with state privacy laws concerning the information they receive from third-party sources about applicants and tenants. These laws generally require confidentiality and restrict the uses of this information.